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The RoboCup Simulation League presents developers with a variety of hal-

lenges. Arguably, the following list inludes the most ritial topis:

{ distributed lient/server system running on a network;

{ onurrent ommuniation with a medium-sized ( 25) number of agents;

{ fragmented, loalised and impreise (noisy and latent) information about the

environment (�eld);

{ heterogeneous sensory data (visual, auditory, kineti);

{ asynhronous pereption-ation ativity;

{ limited range of basi ommands/e�etors (turn, kik, dash, : : :);

{ limited window of opportunity to perform an ation;

{ autonomous deision-making under onstraints enfored by teamwork (ol-

laboration) and opponent (ompetition);

{ onits between reativity and deliberation;

{ no entralised ontrollers (no global vision, et.);

{ evolving standards, rules and parameters of the Simulation.

Clearly, these hallenges are not uniform and may require a omplex agent

arhiteture, overing not only simple situated behaviour but also more involved

strategi skills. Pure behavioural approahes to arti�ial intelligene often fea-

ture situatedness of agents reating to hanges in environment and exhibiting

emergent behaviour, instead of reliane on abstrat representation and infer-

ential reasoning [2, 3℄. Tatial and strategi reasoning, however, would seem

to require domain knowledge and a degree of multi-agent ooperation beyond

the reah of situated behaviour-based agents. Over the last few years, it has

beome apparent that a unifying arhiteture, ombining ognitive (top-down)

and reative (bottom-up) approahes, annot be ahieved by simply onnet-

ing higher and lower layers. It has been suggested in reent literature that a

\middle-out" arhiteture [1℄ is required. The approah adopted in [1℄ follows

the behavioural programming priniple (and the situated automata framework

[3℄) in \taking symboli desriptions of tasks and preditably translating them

into dynami desriptions that an be omposed out of lower-level ontrollers".

Our prinipal target is a systemati desription of inreasing levels of agent

reasoning abilities, where a given behaviour an \grow" into an expanded level,

while every new level an be projeted onto a deeper (more basi) behaviour.



More preisely, we develop a salable Deep Behaviour Projetion (DBP) agent

arhiteture, and enhane Cyberoos agents inrementally. The DBP framework

introdued in our previous work [9℄ ahieves:

{ realisation of the behavioural programming priniple (translating symboli

desriptions into the low-level spei�ations or reative behaviours);

{ enapsulation of an emergent behaviour (a feedbak between the emergent

behaviour and symboli desriptions);

{ behaviour depth or dupliation (both embedded and emergent levels), unlike

\shallow" behaviour subsumption;

{ behaviour projetion and resultant funtional interhangeability, mediated

internally within the agent.

The feedbak onnetion from an emergent behaviour to a (meta-)ation theory,

and then to a derived behaviour on a higher level, extends the behavioural

programming priniple. Thus, a behaviour an be present in the arhiteture

in two forms: impliit (emergent) and expliit (embedded). This dupliation (or

depth) allows the agent to \mediate" among related behaviours. The results

reported in [6, 7, 8, 9℄ formalise the DBP approah at the situated and tatial

levels and introdue new systemati models and formal orretness results.

The developed hierarhy an be briey summarised as follows:

hC; S;E; sense : C ! S; response : E ! C;

timer : C ! S; ommand : S ! E;

tropisti behaviour : S ! E;

I; hystereti behaviour : I � S ! E; update : I � S ! I;

D; domain update : I � S �D ! D;

domain revision : I � S �D ! D;

domain projetion : I � S �D ! I;

T ; deision : I � S � T ! T ; ombination : T ! 2

H

;

P ; engage : I � S � T � P ! P; tatis : P ! 2

T

i

where C is a ommuniation hannel type, S is a set of agent sensory states,

E is a set of agent e�etors, I is a set of internal agent states, D is a domain

model, T is a set of agent task states, P is a set of agent proess states, and H

denotes the set of instantiations f(i; s; e) : e = hystereti behaviour(i; s)g.

The following list illustrates the hierarhy with informal examples from so-

er, while highlighting some obvious biologial parallels:

{ tropisti behaviour: Sensors ! E�etors (obstale avoidane, hase, goal-

keeper ath; plants following sunlight, spiders athing prey);

{ hystereti behaviour: Sensors & Memory ! E�etors (interept, resultant

pass, dribble; movement of a shool of �sh, ants traing pheromones);

{ task-oriented behaviour: Sensors & Memory & Task ! E�etors (defensive

bloks, baking-up, maintaining triangles; lions hunting, patrolling territory);

{ domain-oriented memory projetion: Sensors & Memory & Domain ! Mem-

ory, followed by behaviour-based ations (\blind" pass, o�-side hek; whales

ommuniation during a hunt).



The Deep Behaviour Projetion framework underlies this hierarhy and en-

sures that more advaned levels apture relevant behaviour more onisely than

their deeper projetions. Our primary appliation domain is the RoboCup Simu-

lation | an arti�ial multi-agent world [4℄, where the DBP framework provided

a systemati support for design and full implementation of Cyberoos [6, 8℄. Pre-

vious generations of Cyberoos developed under the DBP approah, aptured er-

tain types of situated behaviour (Cyberoos'98) and some basi lasses of tatial

behaviour (Cyberoos'99). Cyberoos'2000 exhibited emergent tatial teamwork.

Cyberoos'2001 is the fourth \generation" designed in line with this framework.

Cyberoos'2001 agents inorporate a domain model into the arhiteture. The

idea of having a \world model" diretly represented in the arhiteture is intu-

itively very appealing. However, we believe that \world model" should grow in-

rementally instead of being inserted and glued to other elements. In other words,

our preferene is to observe and enapsulate instanes of the emergent behaviour

whih potentially make use of the domain model. Most de�nitely, the RoboCup

Simulation domain is rih enough to produe suh examples | one onsiderable

motivation among others is sensory stalls, when an agent does not reeive a vi-

sual information during a simulation yle. In partiular, Cyberoos'2001 agents

extrapolate their domain model eah simulation yle with the domain update

funtion, and revise it with the domain revise funtion whenever new informa-

tion beomes available (new visual inputs or team-mate ommuniations). The

partition between update and revision operators orresponds to the well-known

distintion between belief update and belief revision [5℄.

Previous generations of Cyberoos did not use world models and inter-agent

ommuniation | they relied entirely on deep reative behaviour and emergent

tatis. For the �rst time in our four years long experiment, we an now diretly

observe and rigorously ompare behaviours produed by agents using domain

models and purely reative agents. This omparative analysis is the primary

topi of our researh.

The desribed hierarhial framework has enabled a systemati inremental

implementation and testing of software agents and their modules. In partiular,

the framework allowed us to orrelate enhanements in agent arhiteture with

tangible improvements in team performane. The Cyberoos'98 team took 3

rd

plae in the 1998 Pai� Rim RoboCup ompetition. Cyberoos'99 �nished in

the top half of the RoboCup-1999, while Cyberoos'2000 were 4

th

in the Open

European RoboCup-2000 (� 16 teams) and shared 9

th

plae at the RoboCup-

2000 (� 40 teams). Cyberoos'2001 shared 9

th

plae at the RoboCup-2001 as

well | this time among 44 teams. In addition, the DBP framework was used

for development of an intelligent multi-agent system for networked multimedia

applianes. The system is aimed at providing ustomisable user support in oper-

ating and ontrolling a exible and hanging network of multimedia applianes,

while satisfying several (possibly oniting) users' preferenes [10℄.

It has been illustrated elsewhere [6, 7, 8, 9℄ that an agent's omplexity (be it

Tropisti or Hystereti or Domain-Oriented agent) is relative: for any elabo-

rate agent type, it is possible to de�ne more onisely another agent type with



the same external behaviour. Therefore, an agent based on the DBP arhiteture

will always have a hoie as to whih one of related hierarhial levels should as-

sume ontrol to better suit external environment. This seletion proess serves,

in fat, as the \middle-out" layer between any two levels of the DBP agent arhi-

teture | replaing the need for a generi hub onneting \reative behaviour"

and \ognitive skills". Although, in general, it does take time to implement and

experiment with the DBP-based agents, the resulting depth and exibility in the

agents behaviour appears to be worthwhile. The main lesson of the Cyberoos

hronile is, hene, the identi�ation and study of the dialeti relation and ne-

essary feedbaks between emergent behaviour and the agent arhiteture. More

preisely, an emergene of essentially new behavioural patterns always indiates

a need for new elements in the agent arhiteture.
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